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I. INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUBJECT: 

 
Name of subject: Regulation of regional economic and social development 

Total teaching load (hours): 58 hours = lections - 30 hours; seminars – 28 hours 

Academic year: 2022/2023 Semester: I. Section: Azerbaijani. 

Number of credits: 10 

 
II. TEACHER INFORMATION: 

 
  Elshan Nuraddin Nasirov  

(name, father’s name, surname, scientific degree) 

 

 
Consultation days and hours: Friday, 15:00 

Email: enasirov@inbox.ru 

Phone: (+99450) 358 03 36 
 

III. REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS AND SCIENTIFIC WORKS: 

MAIN WORKS 
 

1. Averch, H., Johnson, L.L. ‘Regulatory Constraint’, The World Economic Review, Vol.52, pages 

52-69, 2016 

2. Baron, D.P., Myerson, R.B. ‘Regulation of the socio-economic policy’, Econometrica, Vol.50, 

pages 11-30, 2021 

mailto:enasirov@inbox.ru
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3. Bartle, I., The UK Model of Utility Regulation, CRI Proceedings 31, University of Bath, 2003 

4. Baumol, W.J. Welfare Economics and the Theory of the State, Bell & Sons, London, 2013 

5. Baumol, W.J. Business Behavior, Value and Growth, Harcourt, Brace and World, New York, 

2014 

6. Baumol, W.J., Panzar, J.C. and Willig, R.D. Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industry 

Structure, Harcourt Brace Javanovich, New York, 2014 

7. Beesley, M.E., Littlechild, S.C. ‘The Regulation of Privatized Monopolies in the world’, RAND 

Journal of Economics, Vol.20, pages 54-72, 1988 

8. Blundell, J. and Robinson, C., Regulation without the State, Institute of Economic Affairs, 

London, 1999 

9. Boycko, M., Shleifer, A., Vishny, R.W. ‘A Theory of Privatisation’, Economic Journal, 

Vol.106, No.435, pages 309-319, 2003 

10. Breton, A., The Economic Theory of Representative Government, Chicago: Aldine, 2017 
 

ADDITIONAL WORKS 

 

1. Buchanan, J., Tullock, G., The Calculus of Consent, University of Michigan Press, 2012  

2. Buchanan, J., Tollison, R.D. and Tullock, G. (eds.) Toward a Theory of the Rent Seeking 

Society, Texas A., Myller H., University Press, College Station, Texas, 1999  

3. Burns, P., Turvey, R., Weyman-Jones, T.G. ‘The Behaviour of the Firm under Alternative 

Regulatory Constraints’, The Journal of Political Economy, Vol.45, No.2, pages 33-57, 1998  

4. Caves, D.W., Christensen, L.R. ‘The Relative Efficiency of Public and Private Firms in a 

Competitive Environment: The Case of the Canadian Railroads’, Journal of Political Economy, 

Vol.88, No.5, pages 58-76, 1980  

5. Charoll, E.,‘Results of Different Principles of Legislation and Administration in Europe: Of 

Competition for the Field, as Compared with the Competition within the Field of Service’, 

Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Vol.22, p.381, 2018  

6. Coase, R. ‘The Nature of the Firm’, Economica, Vol.4, No.16, pp.386-405 2020  

7. Coase, R. ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, Journal of Law and Economics, Vol.3, 2018 

8. Cooter, R., Ulen, T. Law and Economics, Addison-Wesley, New York, 2018 

9. Davies, D.G. ‘The Efficiency of Public versus Private Firms: The Case of Australia’s Two 

Airlines’, Journal of Law and Economics, Vol.14, No.1, pp.149-165, 2017 

10. Order of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan on approval of “Azerbaijan 2030: National 

Priorities for Socio-Economic Development”, (https://president.az/en/articles/view/50474) 

 

 

IV. FREE TOPICS 
 

1. Social economy policy 

2. Definition of social economy  

3. Social and economic policy 

4. The aim of social economy 

5. Characteristics of social economy  

6. Socio-economic factors 

7. Different types of economic policy  

8. Social economic development 

9. Socio-economic issues 

10. How the economy affects society 

11. Five social classes  

12. Three phases of economic development 

13. Socio-economic rights and a constitutional mandate 

14. Concept of socio-economic rights 

15. Constitutional rights 
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16. Difference between constitutional rights and legal rights 

17. Socio-economic discrimination  

18. How socio-economic status affects our society  

19. Main socio-economic factors  

20. The meaning of socio-economic development 

21. How socio-economics affects education 

22. Types of socio-economics rights 

23. The most fundamental socio-economics rights 

24. Regional economic development 

25. The concept of regional development  

26. Factors of regional development  

27. The role of regional development 

28. The aim of the regional development policy  

29. Regional economic factors  

30. The economic basis of the regional development  

31. Problems of regional development  

32. Types of economic regions 

33. How a country or region develops  

34. Why some regions are more developed than others?  

35. The importance of regional cooperation 

36. Factors of regional development in detail  

37. The most important factor contributing to regionalism  

38. Balanced regional growth 

39. Regional regulation and regulatory competition 

40. Concept of regulatory competition  

41. What does regulation mean in economics?  

42. How regulation affects competition 

43. Why is regulation a competition?  

44. How competition regulates the economy  

45. Why do regulators protect competition?  

46. How government regulates competition  

47. Why is regulation important in economics?  

48. What are the regulations that promote competition?  

49. Government regulation and deregulation  

50. Competition policy  

51. How competition leads to economic growth  

52. Which situation is the best example of regulation in an economic system?  

53. How perfect competition affects the economy 

54. Regulation of regional social infrastructure 

55. Social regulation  

56. Social infrastructure 

57. The purpose of social infrastructure  

58. The main components of social infrastructure 

59. Six types of regulation  

60. The importance of regulation 

61. Nine types of regional infrastructure  

62. Social infrastructure in economy  

63. How many types of infrastructure are there?  

64. The role of infrastructure in economic development 

65. The role of education in social infrastructure  

66. Regulations in government  

67. Characteristics of a regulation  

68. Reasons for regulation 
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69. The role of the regulator  

70. Social infrastructure projects 

71. Regional master franchise 

72. Regional franchise  

73. Difference between franchise and master franchise  

74. What does a regional franchise manager do?  

75. Delivery regional franchise  

76. How master franchise gets paid  

77. How does a master franchise make money?  

78. Master franchising beneficial for companies and the franchisee  

79. Four types of franchising  

80. Difference between franchise agreement and master franchise agreement  

81. Why do franchise businesses fail?  

82. National priorities for regional socio-economic development in Azerbaijan 

83. The reintegration of the territories liberated from the occupation 

84. Successful socio-economic and political achievements 

85. Sustainably growing competitive economy 

86. Society based on dynamic, inclusive and social justice 

87. Competitive human capital and space for modern innovations 

88. Great return to the liberated territories of the Republic of Azerbaijan  

89. Clean environment and "green growth" country  

90. “Vision 2030: National priorities for robust socio-economic development in Azerbaijan”.  

91. Promoting social and economic equality 

92. Social and economic equality 

93. Why social and economic equality is important?  

94. Principles promoting economic equality  

95. Why should we promote social and economic equality? 

96. The meaning of social and economic justice 

97. Benefits of social equality  

98. Three main dimension of the objective of social and economic justice  

99. Economic inequality 

100. How economic inequality affects society 

 

V. EXAM QUESTIONS 

 

1. Definition of social economy 

2. Concept of regional economy 

3. Definition of regional economy 

4. Traditional economic system  

5. Command economic system 

6. Market economic system 

7. Mixed economic system 

8. What is regional economic development? 

9. The meaning of social development?  

10. What are the four main types of regional economic integration?  

11. The importance of regional development policy  

12. What is the main objective of regional development?  

13. Why is regional economics important?  

14. What is the importance of social and economic development?  

15. What are the 4 types of economic development?  

16. What are the factors affecting regional development? 

17. What are the components of regional development? 

18. Why is regional economic important?  
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19. What were the 3 major economic regions?  

20. What is Venture Capital?  

21. Clean environment and "green growth" country.  

22. “Vision 2030: National priorities for robust socio-economic development in Azerbaijan”. 

23. What is Urbanization?  

24. What is Industrial Park?  

25. What is regulating the regional economy? 

26. Why are economic regulations important?  

27. What are examples of regulations?  

28. What is the purpose of regulations?  

29. Organizational development  

30. Protectionism 

31. What are the 3 protectionist policies?  

32. What are regional economic differences?  

33. What is the connection between a region and its economy?  

34. How regionalism can benefit the world? 

35. Regional economic strategies 

36. Definition of economic strategy 

37. Why are economic strategies important?  

38. Industry diversification 

39. Business retention and expansion 

40. Economy fortification  

41. Increased tax revenue 

42. Improved quality of life  

43. What are economic growth strategies?  

44. How do you develop a country strategy?  

45. What is local economic development strategy?  

46. Why is strategy development important?  

47. What makes a country successful and powerful?  

48. What is regional economic development?  

49. What are the benefits of regional economic integration?  

50. What are types of regional planning?  

51. What is regional integration and cooperation? 

52. Social economy policy 

53. What is a social, economic policy?  

54. What is an example of social economy?  

55. What is the aim of social economy?  

56. What are 3 examples of a social policy?  

57. What are the characteristics of social economy?  

58. What are the social economic factors?  

59. What are the 5 socio-economic factors?  

60. What is the difference between social policy and economic policy?  

61. A list of different types of economic policies.  

62. What is social economic development?  

63. What are examples of socio economic issues?  

64. How does the economy affect society?  

65. What causes socioeconomic problems?  

66. What are the three phases of economic development? 

67. Socio-economic rights and a constitutional mandate 

68. Concept of socio-economic rights  

69. What are examples of constitutional rights?  

70. What is the difference between constitutional rights and legal rights?  

71. What is socio-economic issue?  
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72. What is socio-economic discrimination?  

73. How does socioeconomic status affect our society?  

74. What are the 3 socio-economic factors?  

75. What is the meaning of socio-economic development?  

76. What are the five social classes?  

77. How does socio economics affect education?  

78. What are the types of rights? What are the most fundamental rights? 

79. Regional economic development 

80. What is the concept of regional development?  

81. What are the factors of regional development?  

82. What is the role of regional development?  

83. What is the aim of the regional development policy?  

84. What are regional factors?  

85. What does regional development means explain with proper example?  

86. Which are the economic basis of the regional development?  

87. What are the problems of regional development?  

88. What are the types of regions?  

89. How does a country or region develop?  

90. Why some regions are more developed than others?  

91. What is the importance of regional cooperation?  

92. What are the factors of development explaining in detail?  

93. What is the most important factor contributing to regionalism?  

94. What is balanced regional growth? 

95. Regional regulation and regulatory competition 

96. Concept of regulatory competition  

97. What does regulation mean in economics?  

98. How does regulation affect competition? 

99. Why is regulation a competition?  

100. How does competition regulate the economy?  

101. Why do regulators protect competition?  

102. How does government regulate competition?  

103. Why is regulation important in economics?  

104. What are examples of regulations?  

105. What are the regulations that promote competition?  

106. What is government regulation and deregulation?  

107. What is meant by competition policy?  

108. How does competition lead to economic growth?  

109. Which situation is the best example of regulation in an economic system?  

110. How does perfect competition affect the economy? 

111. Regulation of regional social infrastructure 

112. What is social regulation?  

113. What are the social infrastructure? 

114. What is the purpose of social infrastructure?  

115. What are the main components of social infrastructure?  

116. The Six Types of Regulation  

117. What is regulation and why is it important?  

118. Nine types of Regional Infrastructure 

119. What is social infrastructure in economy?  

120. How many types of infrastructure are there?  

121. What is the role of infrastructure in economic development?  

122. What is the role of education in social infrastructure?  

123. What are regulations in government?  

124. What are the characteristics of a regulation?  
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125. What is the reason for regulation?  

126. What is the role of the regulator?  

127. What is social infrastructure projects? 

128. Regional master franchise 

129. What is a regional franchise?  

130. What does master franchise mean?  

131. What is the difference between franchise and master franchise?  

132. What does a regional franchise manager do?  

133. What is delivery regional franchise?  

134. How does master franchise get paid?  

135. How does a master franchise make money?  

136. Franchising beneficial for companies and the franchisee  

137. What are 4 types of franchising? Who trains the master franchisee?  

138. What is the difference between franchise agreement and master franchise agreement?  

139. Why do franchise businesses fail? 

140. Promoting social and economic equality 

141. What is social and economic equality?  

142. Why social and economic equality is important?  

143. What are principles promoting economic equality?  

144. Why should we promote social and economic equality?  

145. What is an example of economic equality?  

146. What is the meaning of social and economic justice? 

147. What are the benefits of social equality?  

148. How can social equality affects human society?  

149. How does social equality develop in society?  

150. What are the three main dimension of the objective of social and economic justice?  

 

 
VI. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE OF THE SUBJECT 

Description: The subject "Regulation of the economy" focuses on the pursuit of economic 

efficiency — typically defined in terms of price, service quality and upholding competitive 

outcomes wherever possible. In contrast, social regulation is ultimately focused on addressing 

risks. 

Purpose: The goal of mastering the subject "Regulation of the economy" is to create a system 

of incentives and penalties that aim to replicate the outcomes of competition in terms of 

consumer prices, quality and investment and puts the protection of consumers' interests at its 

heart. 

The task of the subject: The task of the subject "Regulation of the Economy" is to set the 

framework for delivering greater clarity about the respective roles of government, regulators 

and producers, and greater coherence in an increasingly complex and interlinked policy 

context. 

 

Results of teaching the subject (goals): 

1. Students will study the patterns of functioning of the modern economy at the high level. 
2. Students will learn the basic concepts, categories and tools of the regulation the economy. 

3. Students will learn to analyze the relationship of economic processes in the national economy. 

4. Students will be able to learn modern methods of calculating socio-economic indicators.  
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VII. THE CALENDAR PLAN OF TEACHING 

 

Weeks Title and brief overview of the topic 
Lections Seminars 

hours date hours date 

 

Theme № 1. Introduction to the Subject 
Why It Matters? What is regional economic development? 

What is the meaning of social development? What are the four 

main types of regional economic integration? What are the 

importance of regional development policies? What is the 

main objective of regional development? Why is regional 

economics important? What is the importance of social and 

economic development? What are the 4 types of economic 

development? Traditional economic system. Command 

economic system. Market economic system. Mixed economic 

system. What are the factors affecting regional development? 

What are the components of regional development? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 2. Regional economy 
Definition of regional economy. Why is regional economic 

important? What were the 3 major economic regions? 

What is Venture Capital? What is Urbanization? What is 

Industrial Park? What is regulating the regional economy? 

Why are economic regulations important? What are 

examples of regulations? What is the purpose of 

regulations? Accountability. Organizational development  

Protectionism. What are the 3 protectionist policies? What 

are regional economic differences? What is the connection 

between a region and its economy? How regionalism can 

benefit the world? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 3. Regional economic strategies 
Definition of economic strategy. Why are economic strategies 

important? Job creation. Industry diversification. Business 

retention and expansion. Economy fortification. Increased tax 

revenue. Improved quality of life. What are economic growth 

strategies? How do you develop a country strategy? What is 

local economic development strategy? Why is strategy 

development important? What makes a country successful 

and powerful? What is regional economic development? 

What are the benefits of regional economic integration? What 

are types of regional planning? What is regional integration 

and cooperation? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 4. Social economy policy 
Definition of social economy. What is a social, economic 

policy? What is an example of social economy? What is the 

aim of social economy? What are 3 examples of a social 

policy? What are the characteristics of social economy? What 

are the social economic factors? What are the 5 socio-

economic factors? What is the difference between social 

policy and economic policy? A list of different types of 

economic policies. What is social economic development? 

What are examples of socio economic issues? How does the 

economy affect society? What causes socioeconomic 

problems? What are the three phases of economic 

development? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 5. Socio-economic rights and a constitutional 

mandate 
Concept of socio-economic rights. What are examples of 

constitutional rights? What is the difference between 

constitutional rights and legal rights? What is socio-economic 

issue? What is socio-economic discrimination? How does 

socioeconomic status affect our society? What are the 3 socio-

economic factors? What is the meaning of socio-economic 

2  2  
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development? What are the five social classes? How does 

socio economics affect education? What are the types of 

rights? What are the most fundamental rights? 

 

Theme № 6. Regional economic development 
What is the concept of regional development? What are the 

factors of regional development? What is the role of regional 

development? What is the aim of the regional development 

policy? What are regional factors? What does regional 

development means explain with proper example? Which are 

the economic basis of the regional development? What are the 

problems of regional development? What are the types of 

regions? How does a country or region develop? Why some 

regions are more developed than others? What is the 

importance of regional cooperation? What are the factors of 

development explaining in detail? What is the most important 

factor contributing to regionalism? What is balanced regional 

growth? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 7. Regional regulation and regulatory 

competition 
Concept of regulatory competition. What does regulation 

mean in economics? How does regulation affect competition? 

Why is regulation a competition? How does competition 

regulate the economy? Why do regulators protect 

competition? How does government regulate competition? 

Why is regulation important in economics? What are 

examples of regulations? What are the regulations that 

promote competition? What is government regulation and 

deregulation? What is meant by competition policy? How 

does competition lead to economic growth? Which situation 

is the best example of regulation in an economic system? How 

does perfect competition affect the economy? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 8. Regulation of regional social infrastructure 

What is social regulation? What are the social infrastructure? 

What is the purpose of social infrastructure? What are the 

main components of social infrastructure? The Six Types of 

Regulation. What is regulation and why is it important? 9 

Types of Regional Infrastructure. What is social infrastructure 

in economy? How many types of infrastructure are there? 

What is the role of infrastructure in economic development? 

What is the role of education in social infrastructure? What 

are regulations in government? What are the characteristics of 

a regulation? What is the reason for regulation? What is the 

role of the regulator? What is social infrastructure projects? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 9. Regional master franchise 
What is a regional franchise? What does master franchise 

mean? What is the difference between franchise and master 

franchise? What does a regional franchise manager do? What 

is delivery regional franchise? How does master franchise get 

paid? How does a master franchise make money? Is master 

franchising beneficial for companies and the franchisee? 

What are 4 types of franchising? Who trains the master 

franchisee? What is the difference between franchise 

agreement and master franchise agreement? Why do franchise 

businesses fail? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 10. Promoting social and economic equality 
What is social and economic equality? Why social and 

economic equality is important? What are principles 

promoting economic equality? Why should we promote social 

and economic equality? What is an example of economic 

equality? What is the meaning of social and economic justice? 

What are the benefits of social equality? How can social 

equality affects human society? How does social equality 

2  2  
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develop in society? What are the three main dimension of the 

objective of social and economic justice? Why is economic 

inequality important? How does economic inequality affect 

society? Why should we care about social inequality? How 

can we reduce the gap between rich and poor? 

 

Theme № 11. Decentralization in regional economic 

development 
What is economic decentralization? What are the principles of 

decentralization? How does decentralization help in economic 

development? Why is decentralization important? What are 

some advantages of decentralization? What is decentralized 

development? What is decentralization with example? What 

are the issues and problems brought about by 

decentralization? What are the advantages and disadvantages 

of decentralization? Why does decentralization achieve more 

positive effects? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 12. Evaluation of socio-economic development 
What is socio-economic evaluation? How do you evaluate the 

economic development? What are the indicators of socio-

economic development? Why is socioeconomic assessment 

important? What is the importance of socio-economic 

analysis? What are the social economic factors? What are the 

four factors used to evaluate the performance of an economic 

system? What is evaluation of sustainable development? 

What are the three important aspects that are evaluated for 

sustainable development? How do you measure socio 

economic status? What are the six key elements of sustainable 

development? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 13. Socialization of the regional economy 
What is socio-economic evaluation? What is the meaning of 

socialization in economics? Is the economy an agent of 

socialization? What is globalization in socialization? What is 

regional globalization? What are the 4 types of socialization? 

What is importance of socialization? What is socialization and 

examples? What is the connection between the society and 

economics? What is an example of sociological globalization? 

Why is regionalism important in globalization? How does 

globalization affect regional development? Why is 

socialization important in business? 

2  2  

 

Theme № 14. National priorities for regional socio-

economic development in Azerbaijan 
The reintegration of the territories liberated from the 

occupation. Successful socio-economic and political 

achievements. Sustainably growing competitive economy. 

Society based on dynamic, inclusive and social justice. 

Competitive human capital and space for modern innovations. 

Great return to the liberated territories. Clean environment 

and "green growth" country. “Vision 2030: National priorities 

for robust socio-economic development in Azerbaijan”. 

4  2  

Total 30  28  
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VIII. FORM OF EXAMINATION – Written 

 

IX. EVALUATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS DURING THE SEMESTER:  
 

The maximum number of points - 100 points. 
 

A) The maximum number of points collected during the semester – 50 
 

According to class attendance 10 points 

For independent works of students (synopsis, presentation, research work, etc.) Note: 

Plagiarism is strictly prohibited! A brief description of all assignments related to 

independent works, terms of submission, the time and method of assessment 

must be clearly indicated. 

 
10 points 

According to the results of seminars (classes) or laboratory classes (If both seminars and 

laboratory classes are provided in the same subject, 10 points are allocated for 

each of them) 

 
20 points 

For the preparation and defense of course work (If course work (project) on the subject is 

not provided, 10 points allocated to it are added to the seminar (lesson) or laboratory 

classes. The calculation procedure is carried out in accordance with the 

instructions) 

 
10 points 

 

B) According to the results of the semester exam - maximum 50 points 

Each paper - 5 questions for each question - 10 points. 

Electronic test method - 50 tests - 1 point for each test. 

Note: The student's points on the exam should not be less than 17. 

C) Semester-based EVALUATION (based on exam and pre-exam points): 
 
 

91 – 100 points excellent A 

81 – 90 points very good B 

71 – 80 points good C 

61 – 70 points sufficient D 

51 – points satisfactory E 

Less than 51 points insufficient F 
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